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If you're looking for a good way to speed up your phone or reduce data usage, there are plenty of official lite versions of popular apps like Facebook or YouTube. They are generally less feature-rich than their full-drive counterparts, but are often a great environment between features and functions. What
are Lite apps? RELATED: How to track (and reduce) data usage on Android Large companies like Google, Facebook and Twitter want as many people as possible to use their services. But not all phones are powerful for their fully featured apps, and some data plans are very limited. So they created lite
versions of their apps for that audience. This should not be confused with hundreds of improvised lite applications that are only containerized versions of mobile websites, the applications on this list are official applications provided by the original developers (but these are still sometimes containerized
versions of mobile web applications). This is important and worth noting, because there are a lot of fakes out there - we recommend using official lite apps whenever you can. These official lite versions are generally designed for use in countries with less powerful Android devices and slower mobile
internet. They maintain the speed and use of data downwards by leaving out superfluous features that people on slower connections wouldn't be able to use anyway. But this can also apply to regular users: if you are a casual user of something like Facebook, the odds are that there are tons of features
that just take up space. So why don't you speed things up by getting rid of them? RELATED: How to side-load apps on Android Since these apps are generally designed for other countries, they're usually not available from the Play Store in countries that have very robust data networks and ultra-powerful
phones, like the United States. But you can still load them sideways by grabbing an APK installer from a site like APK Mirror – a legitimate and reliable source for these apps. (If you've never uploaded an app security before, check out our guide to it - it's pretty simple!) That way, if you have a slower or
older Android device, you can still benefit from lighter, streamlined apps and make your old handset feel good and new again. As great as lite apps are on their own, they're just a band-aid for a bigger problem: the OS as a whole. Android has become increasingly rich in features over the years, and as a
result required more powerful hardware to push it. But this is also exactly why Google built a version of Android specifically for lower end hardware and countries where these types of phones are prolific: Android Go. Android Go is to Android what these lite apps are for the app ecosystem: a faster, lighter
version of the operating system. It's designed to work on devices with less than 1 GB of RAM, making it incredibly efficient. Of course, compromises are plentiful when you have to a system for working on such limited hardware, but just like with lite applications, this is to be expected. And frankly, it's much
better than dealing with slugging hardware that tries to make up for the lack of optimization. Best Lite apps OK, now that you know what lite apps are and why you'd like to use them, it's time to look at the best options for apps you're probably already using. Facebook Lite Facebook is one of the most
popular apps in the Play Store, but the whole app is notoriously large. The primary application is nearly 65 MB in size, where a much smaller lite version only tops the charts at misly 1.6MB. That's a big difference. And compared to the full Facebook app, the lite version really isn't that bad. It feels a little
dated without all the bells and whistles, but if all you're really worried about is checking notifications and scrolling through your feed (literally my entire Facebook usage), then it's great. You won't be able to do things like go live, but most other things are available. Download Facebook Lite: Play Store (non-
US) | APK Mirror Facebook Messenger Lite Similar to Facebook Lite, a light version of Messenger is also available. It lacks almost increasingly robust Messenger features, such as video chat, Facebook calls, SMS integration and chat heads, but it's pretty solid if all you want to do is text chat with
Facebook friends. As a result, Messenger Lite is about a fifth the size of a full Messenger application (11MB vs. 55MB). Unlike most of the other apps on this list, Messenger Lite is available in the U.S. from the Play Store. Woohoo! Messenger Lite: Game Store (U.S. On) | APK Mirror Twitter Lite Twitter
Lite is arguably the best lite app on this list, as it is almost as robust as its much larger counterpart. It's basically a packaged version of mobile website Twitter, which has undergone some major upgrades over the past few months - as a result, you'll get a killer lightweight Twitter client that offers almost
everything you need (including push notifications!). If you'd rather not download and install something else, you can always just jump on Twitter's mobile page to get basically the same experience. Personally, I have a separate app, but you do. Twitter Lite: Play Store (Non-US) | APK Mirror Google Go This
is basically just a lightweight Google search app - but unlike other lite apps that omit only exaggerated and difficult features, this one removes some useful things, including my favorite thing about the Google app: Google Feed. As a result, this is literally a search app with a few quick links to things like
time and what not. It's probably implied, but it also means no assistant integration into Google Go. Still, it's not terrible, and it's nice to have a super lightweight and convenient version just for quick searches, if that's your thing. Google Go: play (ne-SAD) | APK Mirror YouTube Go Look, svi vole YouTube.
Ali ako ako Finding stock YouTube apps to be a little bulky and slow, YouTube Go is the answer. It's super fast and lightweight and offers some of the better features of the stock app , such as the ability to save videos for offline viewing. It even asks what you want to do (save or view) each time you select
a video and offers different levels of quality. Very cool. YouTube Go: Play Store (Non-USA) | APK Mirror Skype Lite RELATED: The best ways to video chat from Windows, Mac, iPhone or Android There are many good video chat apps, many of which are arguably better than Skype - but if your
grandmother uses Skype, you too are stuck using Skype. Fortunately, there is a lite version. This app actually uses the Test feature on Google Play because it's a technically unreleased app — at least at the official level. As if he were a bigger brother, he offers voice and video calls, text conversations
and even SMS integration. As a way to conserve data, I guess the video quality is a little lower than what you'll get with the full Skype app, but it's the kind of compromise you should expect from a lite app. Skype Lite: Play Store (U.S. On) | APK Mirror Other apps to consider These are some of the best lite
apps, but search doesn't really have to end there. If you want to lighten the load even more, and some of your favorite apps don't have lite versions, you can also install a fast and light web browser , such as puffin, for example, and then use the web version of your favorite apps. Instagram is a great
example here, because the mobile web version is quite good and even allows you to upload photos. Similarly, if you want to save data, you can continue to use Chrome and just enable data savings – you can sacrifice quality on some of the sites you visit (again, Instagram is a good example here), but
that's the price you'll have to pay to keep things light and snappy. Updated 11 December 2020 time management – such an elusive and marketable skill that the whole industry is built around selling to every businessman worth their salt. It is, in fact, the art of mastering your awakening - and sometimes
even unconscious - hours to be as productive, bright-eyed as possible, and at the top of your game as much as possible without the help of stimulals, time travel or miracles. Time management may seem like a simple concept, but who has enough hours in the day to get it all done? There's not a lot of
people, that's for sure. Some people even think there's not enough time for them in one day. So if you think you might be lagging behind when it comes to mastering the day, check out this guide to useful tips on how to beat the time-sucking modern life and become an effective, productive person. This will
help you overcome the illusion that you do not have enough time.1. Get a solid seven to eight hours of sleep every nightIt's a simple but brilliant way to improve your skills Over time: get more sleep. Studies have found that people who have an average average of up to eight hours of sleep are more
productive, happier and work at a higher quality than those who get less than seven hours of sleep a night. Getting a lot of sleep also ensures you'll be in a much more positive mood in the morning, increasing the chances of getting more work done. The maximum use of 24 hours may not seem conducive
to getting a full eight hours, but many famous fruitful achievements such as Beethoven, Tchaikovsky and Thomas Mann have all had full and healthy sleep. This suggests that time management is something best won in a good sleep.2. Get up early in the morning to win DayOne of the most effective ways
to improve time management is to start early in the morning. Getting up early has a number of advantages, the most obvious of which is that it allows you much more time to get things done. Most of your 24 hours work much better when you're up there early. Studies have found that early risers are more
productive and feel more successful at the end of the day. Working while the sun rises gives you a head on people who are still in bed, as well as ensuring that your brain, which according to research works best two and a half hours after you wake up, gets the treatment it does. There is a reason why to
this day she has survived the adage, 'the early bird catches the worm'.3. Never MultitaskMultitasking is a common word when it comes to productivity and time management. Everyone believes that multitasking is the way forward if you want to be a productive member of society, especially because of the
numerous articles and books on the subject. However, in recent years, multitasking has increasingly been neglected as a method of productivity due to neurological research suggesting that multitasking itself is impossible. Studies have shown that breaking from one task to another and then again in a
short period of time (i.e. multitasking) actually shortens the attention span and affects the quality of work. Instead, work on one task at a time and engage in a 'stream', a state of consciousness in which you are fully absorbed and involved in a single activity. This will have a terrible side effect of improving



your attention span and allowing you to get much more done and in a faster time frame in your precious 24 hours. This greatly improves your time management and prevents the excuse that you don't have enough time.4. Take a 20-minute Power Nap RegularOne of the most enjoyable ways to boost time
management skills is napping. Research has found that a power nap taken after lunch - during one of the natural rhythms of the human body - can help increase productivity, creativity and even episodic memory. Studies have also found that a short nap, which falls into the first stage of sleep and avoids
the REM phase of sleep, can help to 'refresh' the brain. Another good way to sleep is to get a full nap in a 90-minute sleep cycle that dictates circadian rhythms instead of waking up in the middle of REM sleep which is sure to make you dash Irritable. A short afternoon nap helps improve your work ethic
and productivity. This ensures that you work more and better in the time you have, making it crucial for time management.5 A bunch of tasks together throughout the day to stay in 'Flow'Bunching tasks together can be an extremely useful task when it comes to working and improving everyday time
management. Scheduling a shared day so that groups of group tasks together allows your brain to stay rooted in the same comfort zone for an extended period of time instead of flying from one task to another. This encourages being in 'Tok', a state of joyful productivity that encourages great work done
with an inherent sense of bliss and happiness, something that is easily desired and hard won. Fortunately, it is easier than ever to try to provoke this state of 'flow'. Amassing tasks together makes it easy to manage your day and does everything.6 Schedule Heck Out of Your DaysIt's a bit of a no-brainer,
but scheduling your days properly is a must-have tool for superior time management. Proper scheduling can be painful, but knowing exactly where you're going and what you're doing can help you make the most of your time. Scheduling is the art of thinking forward — anticipating everything you need to
do and making sure you have enough time to do it. Planning your day ahead with a large diary or work planner can be extremely useful in terms of time management, as well as ensuring that public transport timetables are checked, time and any information you need to take with you to work or meetings. It
may be related to extreme levels of perfectionism, but the goal here is not perfection. The goal is to give you the structure and time you need to deal with your day in the best possible way.7 Understand exactly where you spend your time and work to improve It We are all guilty of choking time. It's not a
crime in itself, but it's an unfortunate habit that you should block if you want to be productive and accept time management to the fullest. However, this does not mean that you should not relax or relax during your working day - after all we are not super-full machines that do not take a stop. So, as a
compromise between your real physical needs and your best psychological self, you need to figure out exactly where you spend your time on an average day and work to improve that. For example, work to cut out commute times if possible or to use that time for better effect, such as brainstorming ideas;
work to fit physical exercise time into a small amount each day instead of a marathon session at the end of the week that wastes time. Simplifying time makes you more efficient and easy for everything you need to do and want to do in your time – this is a key component of successful time management.8.
Use your 'dead time' to your advantage 'Dead Time' is a concept familiar to books such as Tony Great at anything. It's a way for time management to work for your purposes.' Dead time' is a time spent when we're just waiting or doing nothing without real purpose, and that can be useful in helping us do
small parts and parts of big projects. If you need to review the album, download it to the mp3 player and listen to songs at a time when you're stuck in a dentist's office or on a quiet coffee break. Note the ideas for your next big project when waiting at the cinema to watch a movie. The point of using dead
time is to use those random, useless moments to your advantage. This does not mean that only leisure is the enemy — far from it. Using dead time will allow you to fully engage in your well-deserved relaxation time, without fear of feeling guilty or ashamed, as if there is something more you should be
working on. Make sure you make the most of your dead time and you'll have your time management skills at a whole new level.9 Make sure you never neglect your self-care and your mental health. Self-care is one of the most respected, but most important and central, tens of successful time
management. The expectation is in the modern working world to always work and be available - whether through work or many ways of social media. But one of the most important things you can do every day is to take care of yourself and make sure you have a piece of time carved out for you and just
you. Relaxation and self-deprecation have restorative properties. Meditation has proven to reduce stress levels, and short ten-minute meditation allows for greater productivity and overall happiness. Taking time for yourself allows your body to rejuvenate and return to a mental, physical and emotional
state that allows for the best productivity and effective time management. In short, don't feel guilty about taking the time to relax in the park with a book. You're the best me. 10. Learn how to say 'No'. One of the most important and yet frightening things you can do is say 'no' - no to a project, no obligation
or no to someone's request. It's so easy to think of saying 'no' as selfish - there's always another request, another request, another task or project that you could pick up on your already overloaded plate. However, burnout is a significant and frightening psychological problem in which people become so
overblown with stress that they end up hating their jobs. They may even experience physical symptoms such as physical exhaustion. Burnout is a growing problem in the global workplace and must stop. Just say no. No one who really cares will mind if you politely give away their request, citing an
overworked schedule. Taking care of your mental health is a top priority. So even if you feel uncomfortable for the first time, learn to say 'no' to projects you don't want to have in your life and learn the art of keeping your working life simple. This is the key to time The words Of the Greatest People think
they don't have enough time. But most of the time, they just don't maximize their day. These ten tips will help you greatly improve the way you manage your time. You don't have enough time? Read these time management tipsBy the photo credit: Aron Visuals via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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